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Abstract-In this paper, we study a class of difference systems modelling a two-neuron network 
with feedback and McCulloch-Pitts type activation, which includes the discrete version of the two- 
neuron model with piecewise constant argument as its special case. We obtain some interesting 
sufficient conditions insuring the convergence of solutions, as well as the existence of periodic solutions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Despite the low number of units, two-neuron networks often display the same dynamical behavior 
as large networks do, and can thus be used as prototypes to improve our understanding of the 
computational performance of large networks. Therefore, there has been increasing interest in the 
study of the dynamics of the two-neuron networks. See, for example, [l-7]. In a recent paper [8], 
Huang and Wu studied the dynamics of the following artificial neural network of two neurons: 
dx 
- = -x(t) + f(y(t - 7>)1 dt 
dy 
- = -Y(t) + f(x(t - T)), dt 
(1.1) 
where x(t) and y(t) d enote the activations of corresponding neurons, T > 0 is a constant and is 
referred to as the synaptic transmission delay, and f : R + R is the activation function given by 
the piecewise constant McCulloch-Pitts nonlinearity 
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in which a E R is a constant which acts as the threshold. As the discrete analog of the model (l.l), 
Zhou, Yu and Huang [9] studied the asymptotic behavior of the following difference system: 
5, = f%-1 + $f(Y%ii), 
Yn = ;yn-l + ff(xn-k), 
72=1,2,..., 
with f satisfying (1.2), lc is a positive integer, and Yuan, Huang and Chen [lo] considered the 
following system: 
2, = ax,-1 + (I- a)f(yn-l), 
Yn = ayn-1+ (I- a)f(Gx-l), 
n=1,2,..., 
where a E (0,l) is a constant, and f : R + R is the function given by (1.2). 
In this paper, we consider the following difference system: 
2, = h-1 + ~llf(%l) -t %2f(Yn-l), 
yn = A!/,-1 + a2&,-1) + a22f(yr+1), 
n = 1,2,. . . , (1.3) 
where X E (0,l) and a~ E R (i, j = 1,2) are constants, and f : R + R is the function given 
by (1.2). 
System (1.3) can be regarded as a discrete-time network model of two neurons with self- 
connections. In such a model, 2, and yn denote the activations of corresponding neurons, X is 
the internal decay rate, a~ (i, j = 1,2) represents the synaptic weights, and f is the activation 
function. On the other hand, system (1.3) also includes the discrete version of the following 
two-neuron model with piecewise constant argument: 
dx 
- = -p(t) + wlf(~([tl)) + W2f(Y(kl))t 
dt 
dy 
- = -/q(t) + w21f(44)) + wzzf(YW)7 
dt 
(1.4) 
where ~1 > 0 is the passive decay rate, wij E R (i, j = 1,2) represents the synaptic weights, 
,LL and wij (i, j = 1,2) are constants, [.I denotes the greatest integer, x(t) and y(t) denote the 
activations of the corresponding neurons, and f is the activation function with McCulloch-Pitts 
nonlinearity (1.2). 
In fact, we can rewrite (1.4) as 
$ (x(t)epc) = e”“(wf(x([tl)) + w12fMM))), 
j$ (y(tV) = 4w21f(x([U) + w22fWl)>>. 
Letting n be a positive integer and integrating (1.5) from n - 1 to t E [n - 1, n), we obtain 
(1.5) 
x(t)e@ - x(n - l)e d-1) = 1 eN - eP(n--l) 
CL > 
( wf(4n - 1)) + wzf(y(n - l))), 
y(t)ept - Y(n - qe’“W) = 1 
P ( 
(1.6) 
ePt - e’l+l) 
> 
( w21f(z(n - 1)) + wzzf(y(n - 1))). 
For any nonnegative integer k, denote x(k) and y(k) by xk and yk, respdively. Let t A n 
in (1.6). Then we obtain the following difference system: 
2, = e-+k-l+ b (1 - em”) (wl~f(x~-.~) + w12f(y+1)), 
Yn = e-%-l + i (1 - e-“) (w21f(xn-1) + w22f(yn-1)), 
(1.7) 
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for n = 1,2,. . . . Obviously, it is the,special form of (1.3) with X = e-p and aij = (l/p)(l-e-p)wij 
for i,j = 1,2. 
By a solution of system (1.3) with f satisfying (1.2), we mean a sequence {(x,, yn)} of the 
points in R2 that is defined for n = 0, 1,2, . . . and satisfies (1.3) for n = 1,2,3, . . . . Clearly, for 
any (zo, yc) E R2, system (1.3) has a unique solution {(zcn, y,)} satisfying the initial condition 
(xn, ~n)ln=o = (20, YO). Th e aim of this paper is to determine the limiting behavior or periodicity 
of {(G, yn)} as n -+ 00. 
For the sake of simplicity, we will use throughout this paper the following notations. 
Let N denote the set of all nonnegative integers. For any m, n E N, define 
N(m)={m,m+l,... } and N(m,n)={m,m+l,..., n} whenever m 5 n. 
In particular, N = N(0). Set 
R; = {u E R; w. > a}, R, = {u E R; u 5 CJ} 
and 
X,f* = { (~0, YO); 20, YO E R:} 
Obviously, Xz+ U Xz- U X,$ U X;- = R2. 
Furthermore, for the convenience of discussion, we rescale the parameters in (1.3) by 
a = &a11 + a12L b= &21 + a2217 
c = i-&11 - a2), d= 
to rewrite (1.3) into the following form: 
X n = &P-l + (1 - 4 { ;Lf(zn4 + f(Yn-1)) + ;(f(%l) - f(Yn-I))} ) 
Yn = xyn--1+ Cl- 4 { ;mn-l) + f(Yn-1)) + f(f(%l) - f(Yn-1))) , 
(1.8) 
wheren=1,2,... and f satisfies (1.2). 
The discontinuity of f makes it difficult to apply directly the theory of discrete dynamical 
systems to system (1.8). H owever, system (1.8) has an obvious connection with the following 
linear nonhomogeneous difference equations: 
un = k-1 + q(l - A), n E N(l), (1.9) 
where q = fu, fb, fc, or fd. 
Let nc E N. Then, for the solution of (1.9) with u,~ = (Y, we have 
u, = (a - qpn+ + 4, n E N(n0 + I), (1.10) 
which will be very useful in the proofs of the main results in Sections 2 and 3. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we consider the convergence of solutions of (1.8) with f satisfying (1.2). We 
only list several representative results. 
Throughout this section, {(z,, yn)} denotes th e solution of system (1.8) with the initial value 
(x0, Yo). 
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THEOREM 1. Let Ig( > max{lal, lbl, ICI, Id]}. Then 
6) (xn,Yn) -+ (a, b) = n -+ 00 jf 0 > m={lal, 1% ICI, l4I.i 
(ii) (G, Yn) ---) (-a, -b) as n 4 00 if 0 < - max{laj, lbl, ICI, IdI}. 
PROOF. We only show Conclusion (i) because conclusion (ii) can be shown analogously. 
Let M = max{lal, Ibl, ICI, IdI}. Then it follows from (1.8) that 
xn I Xx,-l + M(1 -A), 
in I AY,-I + M(l - A), 
for n E N(1). . (2.1) 
By induction, we obtain 
xc, I (xo - M)X” + M, 
in 5 (YO - M)An + M, 
for n E N. P-2) 
This implies that there exists an no E N such that (x,, yn) E X;- for n E N(no). It follows that 
2, = xx,-1 + a(1 - A), 
Yn = XYn-1 + b(l - A), 
for n E N(no + 1). 
Thus, by (l.lO), we have 
xn = (%, - u)X”-no + a, 
Yn = (Yn, - bp-0 + b, 
for n E N(ne), 
which implies that (z,, yn) --t (a, b) as n 4 00. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let (r = --a = max{lul, lb/} > max{lcl, IdI}. Then, for n -+ m, 
(i) (x,, yn) + (a, b) jf a # 4 
(ii) (zn, yn) --t (-a, -b) if a = b and (q,,yo) E Xz+; 
(iii) (z,, yn) + (a, b) if a = b and (~0, yo) E X;- u X.$ u X;+. 
PROOF. To show Conclusion (i), we distinguish several cases. 
CASE 1. (zo,yo) E Xi-. It follows from (1.2) that 
x1 = xx0 + a(1 - A) I Xa + a(1 - A) < c7, 
yl = Xyo + b(1 - A) I Xo - a(1 - A) = o, 
which implies (21, yr) E Xi-. 
By induction, we can show that (xn, yn) E X;- for all n E N, and that 
x, = (x0 - upn + a, 
in = (YO - b>Xn + b, 
for n E N, 
which implies that (x,, yn) + (a, b) as n + oo. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
CASE 2. (xc, ye) E Xi+. We claim that there exists some no E N(0) such that (xi, yi) E X;+ 
for i E W, no> and (+,+l, yno+l) qi Xi+. 
Suppose the contrary. If (x,,y,) E X;+ for all n E N, then, by (1.8) and (l.lO), we obtain 
2, = (x0 - c)X” + c, 
yn = (YO - 4X” + d, 
for n E N. (2.7) 
It follows that (x,, y,) + (c,d) as n + 00, which contradicts the fact that (z,, y,) E Xi+ for 
all n E N. Therefore, there exists some no E N(0) such that (xi, yi) E X;+ for i E N(0, no) and 
(%+1r Yno+l) 6 x,- +. This, together with (l.lO), implies that 
X no+1 - hz, + c(1 - A) 5 x0 + c(1 - A) < f.7. 
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Namely, (z,,,+l, yrro+l) E Xi-. From the result in Case 1, it is easy to see that (x,, yn) -+ (c, d) 
asn-+m. 
CASE 3. (zo,yO) E X, f-. For this case, the proof is similar to that of Case 2 and thus is omitted. 
CASE 4. (x0, yo) E X, ++. Using a similar argument as in Case 2, we can show that there is 
some no E N(0) such that (zi, yi) E X, ++ for i E N(O,no) and (z,,+l,yno+l) 4 Xz+. It follows 
from (1.8) that 
%I,+1 = k, -a(l-X)>Xa+a(l-X)=0, (2.8) 
and so h,+l,~~~+l) E X, +-. Recalling the conclusion of Case 3, we have (zCnr yn) + (a,b) as, 
n -+ co. 
We next prove Conclusion (ii). For this case, we have --a = -b = 0 and (~0, yo) E X$+. 
From (1.8), it follows that 
Xl = xx0 - a(1 - A) > xc + a(1 - A) = 0, 
y1 = Xy, - b(1 - A) > Xo + ~(1 - A) = (T, (2.9) 
which implies (21, ~1) E X, ++. By induction, it is easy to verify that (znr yn) E X$+ for any 
n E N. and that 
% = (XII + up” -a, 
yn = (yo + b)Xn - b, 
for n E N. (2.10) 
This implies (zn, yn) --t (-a,‘--b) as n -+ 00. 
The proof of Conclusion (iii) is similar to that in (i), and thus is omitted. 
THEOREM 3. Let a, b, c 5 0, d > 0 and c E [a, -u] n [b, -b] n [c, -cl n [-d, d]. Then, for n + cq 
(i) (x,, yn) + (--a, -b) if (20, yo) E X$+; 
(ii) (x,, yn) + (c, d) if (~0, YO) E X;+; 
(iii) (G,Y,) -, (a,b) if (a, w) E X;-; 
(iv) (G,Y,) -+ C-c, -4 ~~(XO,YO) E XC. 
PROOF. We only prove Conclusion (i). The other conclusions can be proved analogously. 
In view of (TO, yo) E X,++, CT 5 -a and (T 5 -b, it follows from the proof of Conclusion (ii) in 
Theorem 2 that (2.10) holds, which implies that (zn, yn) -+ (-a, -b) as n + 00. 
THEOREM 4. Let max{lbl, 1~1, ldl} < c < -a. Then (x,, yn) + (a, b) as n -+ co. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 2, and so is omitted. 
THEOREM 5. Let max{lul, lbl, ldl} < (T < -c. Then, for n -+ 00, 
(i) (x,, yn) 4 (a, b) if either (XO,YO) E Xi+ U XT- or (20, YO) E X$+ n {(z, y); (y + b)/(a: + 
a) 2 (c + b)/(a + b)}; 
(ii) (x,,Y,) -+ (-q-d) ifeither (XO,YO) E X2- or (zo,~o) E X,++n{(x,y); (y+b)/(z+u) < 
X(0 + b)/(a + u)}. 
PROOF. By a similar argument as that employed in the proof of Theorem 2, if (20, yo) E X2+, we 
conclude that there is an no E N such that (xi, yi) E X, ++ for i E N(O,no) and (x~~+I,Y~~+~) $ 
x++ 0 . 
First, using a similar argument as that in Theorem 2, we can easily verify the conclusion in 
the case where (~0, yo) E X;+ U X;-. Next, for the case where (20, yo) E X$+ n {(x, y) I 
(y + b)/(z + b) 1 (0 + b)/(a + a)}, it follows from (1.8) that 
~no+l + b ~no + b yo+b > c+b = ~ = . . . = - 
&%,+1+ a xn, + 0. x0 + u -a+a’ 
We are going to claim (z~~+~, Y~~+~) $! X,+-. 
(2.11) 
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In fact, noting that 0 > max{laj, jbl}, if (~,~+i,y~,,+i) E X2-, then we have 
Yno+l+b < cT+b 
%+I + a (T+a’ 
(2.12) 
which contradicts (2.11). Therefore, (z,,,+i,ynO+i) @ X, +-. By the previous discussion, the 
conclusion follows. 
Finally, we show Conclusion (ii). If (xc, yc) E X,$, then it is easy to prove the result by 
using a similar argument as that in the proof of (i) of Theorem 2. If (xc, yc) E X,$+ n {(z, y); 
(y + b)/(x + u) < X(u + b)/(a + a)}, th en, by using the similar technique employed in Proof (i), 
we can show that there exists some no E N such that (xi, yi) E X$+ for i E N(O,nc), and 
(G,,+I, yno+l) $ XZ+. Moreover, 
YnO+l+ b =p=...=‘yo ~no + b 
2,,+1+ a xno + a 
< 4o+b) 
xo+a -* U+U 
(2.13) 
We next claim that x,,+i > u. Otherwise, 
%,+1 = J&l, - a(1 - X) I (T, (2.14) 
which implies 
0 < A(x& + a) I u + a. (2.15) 
Applying (2.13) to (2.15), we have 
(2.16) 
which contradicts the fact that (z,~, ynlno) E Xz+. Therefore,‘(x,,+r, Y,,,+~) E X$-. From the 
conclusion of the case where (xc, yc) E X, +-, it follows that the conclusion holds, 
3. PERIODICITY OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we give two theorems for the periodicity of solutions of (1.8) with f satisfy- 
ing (1.2). 
THEOREM 6. Let max{lbl, [cl, ldl} < a, 0 > max{jbl, IdI}, and u E [o - (o + c)X”-l(l - X)/(1 - 
Al+“), a - (u + c)Xk(l - X)/(1 - xi+“)) f or some lc E N(1). Then for system (1.8) there exists 
a periodic solution {(z,, ~~n)}r?~ with minimal period k + 1 satisfying (z,, ?&) E Xi- U X,$-. 
Moreover, for any solution {(x,, yn)} of (1.8), there is an integer p E N(0, k) such that 
and 
lim Yn +d b+d -=-. 
n-+00 2, + c a+c 
PROOF. From (1.8), we get 
in I AY,-I + max{lbl, Idl}(l - A). 
By induction, it is easy to see that 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Yn 5 ~“YO + m={lb(, ldl} (1 - Xn) < Xnyo + (T (1 _ in). (3.3) 
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F’rom (3.3), it follows that there exists some mo E N such that (zn,yn) E Xz- U XL- for 
n E N(mo). Thus, it suffices to consider (~0, yo) E X,$- U Xi-. In view of (3.3’), we.have 
yn < X”a + u (1 - An) < 0, for n E N. (3.4) 
Assume that (~0, yo) E X;-. Then, by using the similar argument as that in the proof of 
Theorem 2, we can prove that there exists some no E N such that (xi, yi) E X;- for i E N(0, no) 
and (G.,,+I,Y~~+~) E X$- and 
u < Ic,,+1 = AZ,, + a(1 - A) 5 Xc7 + a(1 - X). (3.5) 
On the other harid, if (~0, yo) E X, +-, then there exists an n1 E N such that (~~,yi) E X,+- for 
i E N(f.4 721) and (hl+l, ynl+l) E X-. 
F’rom the above arguments, in order to study the limiting behavior of solutions with the initial 
values in R2, it suffices to restrict the initial value (20, yo) such that 
n 
(20, YO) E (a,Xu + a(1 - X)] x (-a,~] = D. (3.6) 
Let 
and u;=a- (a+C)Xk(l-X) 
1 -Xl+k ’ 
for k E N(1). 
Then 
Again define 
ul < ui < c2 < u; < . . < uk < u; ---f a, ask-ice 
91(u) = Au. - c(1 -A), 92(u) = X’IL - d(1 - A), 
93(u) = Au + a(1 - A), g*(u) = Au + b(1 - A). 
In view of 0 2 CT~ = a - (u + c)(l - X)/(1 - X2), equations (1.8) and (3.6) imply that 
321 = g1(20) = AZ0 - c(1 -X) 
< X(Xu + a(1 - A)) - c(1 - X) 
= X2a - aX2 + (a + c)X - c 
<a 
and 
y1 = gn(yo) = xyo - d(1 - A) < x0 - d(1 - A) < 0. 
By (T E [(Tk, a;), it is easy to verify that 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(n-1) 
Gl = 93 0 g1(zo) = An20 + CA” - (u + c)X”-l + a 5 u, for n E N(1, k). (3.9) 
Noting that gp) (u) < gp-l)(u) < . . < gd(u) < 0 for 21 < c, we have 
yn = 9p-l) o g2(yo) = Any0 + dX” - (b + cI)X”-~ + b < o, for n E N(1, k), (3.10) 
where g(“) represents the nth iteration of function g, i.e., gcn) = g o g(+‘) and g(O) = Id (the 
identify mapping). F’rom (3.7)-(3.9), it follows that 
(GL, Yn) E xi-, for n E N(1, k). (3.11) 
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Again by (1.8) and (l.lO), we have 
Xk+l = @ 0 91 (X0) 
= Ak+lxo + cA”fl - (u + C)Xk + a 
> xk+lcY+ cA”fl - (u + C)Xk + a 
and 
Y/c+1 = &’ 092(Yo) < 94 (k-,1) O 92(Yoo) < . . . < Sa(Y0) < CT* 
Applying o < 0; to (3.12), we obtain zk+r > 0. Thus, we get 
(3.12) 
(%+1,Yrc+1) E x,+-. (3.13) 
Define Gk+i : D + D to be 
From (3.11) and (3.13), it is clear to see that Gk+i is a return map on D. It follows from (3.14) 
that 
G&,),x, Y) = 
Xn(“+l)x + [u + CA”+’ - (u + c)X”] (1 - P(kf’)) (1 - P+l)-l 
x”(“+l)y + [b + dX k+l - (b + d)pq (1 - p(k+l)) (1 - p+y > . 
Therefore, 
(3.15) 
In fact, (x*, y*) is the unique fixed point of Gh+r on D, which implies that {(~~,g~)},“=~ with 
initial value (x*, y*) is periodic of minimal period k + 1. Moreover, (3.1) holds. 
We next prove (3.2). Without loss of generality, we assume that n E 1 mod (k + 1). Since 
Gk+r is a return map on D, for any (20, yo) E D, we have (x(k+i)T, y(k+i)V) E D for any T E N, 
limr++oo z(k+l), = x* and limr++oo y(k+l)r = y*. It follows from (3.15) that 
Em Y(k+l)r + d y* +d b+d 
E-z-* 
T-‘+m X(k+l)r + c x* + c u+c 
(3.16) 
If I # 0, that is, 1 E N(l, k), then it follows from (3.13) that 
(3.17) 
xzy(k+l)T - (b + d)Xl-’ + dXz + b ’ 
Applying (3.16) to (3.17), we have 
lim Y(k+l)r+l + d = (y*+d)X”-(b+d)X’-l+b+d b+d 
‘++cQ x(k+l)r+l + C (x* + c) Xl - (u + c)X’-1 + a + c = a+c’ 
(3.18) 
and hence (3.2) follows. 
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THEOREM 7. Let cz > 0, c > 0, b 5 0 < d, and CY E (-a,~) n [b, -b] n (-c, c) n [-d,d]. Then we 
have the following conclusions. 
(i) If 0 E [u - (u + c)Xk-l(l - X)/(1 - Al+“), a - (u + c)P(l - X)/(1 - xl+“)) for k E N(l), 
then for (1.8) there exists a periodic solution { (zcn, &)}rCo with minimal period k + 1 
satisfying (En, ?jn) E X;- U X$-. Moreover, for any solution { (zn, y~)}~& of (1.8) with 
initial value (x0, yc) E Xi- U Xz-, there is an integer p E N(0, k) such that 
lim (x~ n--Pm - Tn-~) = J+m (yn - fjnep) = 0, 
(3.19) 
and (3.2) holds. 
(ii) Ifa E [~-((a+c)X~-~(l -X)/(l-X1+m),c-(u+c)Xm(l - X)/(1-X1+“)) form E N(l), 
then for (1.8) there exists a periodic solution {( 5:, , ij,)}~=c with minimal period m + 1. 
Moreover, for any solution {(x,, yn)}FCO of (1.8) with initial value (~0, yc) E Xc+ U X2+, 
there is an integer 1 E N(0, m) such that 
lim (xcn 
n--+oo - 54) = $nim(yn - Gnel) = 0 
(3.20) 
and 
lim in +b b+d -=-. 
n++m x, + a u+c 
(3.21) 
PROOF. We can show that the solution {(x,, y~)}~& of (1.8) with initial value (x0, yo) E X$+ U 
XT+ satisfies (xnryn) E X, ++ U X;+ for n E N. On the other hand, the solution {(x,, yn)}r?,, 
of (1.8) with initial value (~0, yo) E X, +- u X;- satisfies (x,, yn) E X,+- u Xl- for n E N. 
Thus, by the similar argument as those employed in the proof of Theorem 6, we can obtain our 
desired conclusions. 
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